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Abstract Let ∅≠X  an arbitrary set and X2⊂U  a non-empty set of subsets. The function
{0,1}: →µ U  is called binary set function. If µ  is countably additive, then it is called a
measure. The paper gives some definitions and properties of these functions, its purpose
being that of suggesting the reconstruction of the measure theory within this frame, by
analogy with [1], [2].
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1. Set Rings and Function Rings
1.1 We note with 2B  the set {0,1}, called the binary Boole (or Boolean) algebra, together
with the discrete topology, the order 10 ≤  and the laws: the logical complement '' − , the
reunion '' ∪ , the product '' ⋅ , the modulo 2 sum '' ⊕ , the coincidence '' ⊗ :
101
010
10
011
100
10
101
000
10
111
100
10
01
10
⊗⊕⋅∪
−
     a)    b)             c) d) e)
table (1)
1.2 Let ∅≠X  be an arbitrary set, that we shall call the total set. In the set X2  of the
subsets of X , the order is given by the inclusion and the laws are: the complementary relative
to '':X , the reunion '' ∨ , the difference '' − , the intersection '' ∧ , the symmetrical
difference '' ∆  and the coincidence '' Θ  that is defined like this:
BABA ∆=Θ (1)
1.3 Theorem Let X2⊂U  a set of subsets of X . The next statements are equivalent:
a) UU ∈−∨⇒∈ BABABA ,,
b) UU ∈∧∆⇒∈ BABABA ,,
and the next statements are equivalent too:
c) UU ∈−∧⇒∈ ABBABA ,,
d) UU ∈∨Θ⇒∈ BABABA ,,
1.4 Remark In the previous theorem, the conditions a), c); b), d) are dual.
1.5 a) The set U  that fulfills one of 1.3 a), b) is called set ring, or ring of subsets of X
(on X ). N. Bourbaki calls such a set clan.
b) Similarly, if U  fulfills one of 1.3 c), d), it is called set ring, or ring of subsets of X
(on X ), the dual structure of the structure from a).
1.6 Remark a) ),,( ∧∆U  is really a non-unitary, commutative ring. Its neuter element is
∅ .
b) ),,( ∨ΘU  is itself a non-unitary, commutative ring. Its neuter element is X .
1.7 a) If X  belongs to the ring ),,( ∧∆U , then ),,( ∧∆U  is called a set algebra.
b) If ∅  belongs to the ring ),,( ∨ΘU , then ),,( ∨ΘU  is called a set algebra too.
1.8 Remark a) The condition that ),,( ∧∆U  is a set algebra ( ),,( ∨ΘU  is a set algebra)
implies the one that U  is a unitary set ring, because if U∈X  (if U∈∅ ), then it is the unit
of the ring.
b) Generally speaking, the unit, if it exists, is given by A
A U∈
∨  (by A
A U∈
∧ ).
1.9 Remark The set algebras are not what is usually meant by the F -algebra structures,
where 

 is a field.
1.10 Let 2: B→Xf  a function. Its support is by definition the set:
1})(,|{ =∈= xfXxxfsupp (1)
1.11 If
Afsupp = (1)
f  will be noted sometimes with Aχ . This function is called the characteristic function of the
set XA ⊂ .
1.12 Let us define for the set ring ),,( ∧∆U , respectively for the set ring ),,( ∨ΘU , the
set
},|{' UU B ∈→= fsuppX:ff 2 (1)
1.13 ),,,'( ⋅⋅⊕U  and ),,,'( ∪∪⊗U  are 2B -algebras, where '' ⋅  is the symbol of two
laws: the product of the functions and the product of the functions with scalars (both induced
from 2B ), while '' ∪  is the dual of '' ⋅ .
1.14 The associations
'UU ∈χ↔∋ AA
are ring isomorphisms. They allow us many times to identify the set rings X2⊂U  and the
function rings X2' BU ⊂ .
2. Additive and Countably Additive Set Functions
2.1 Theorem Let X2⊂U  a non-empty family of subsets of X  and 2: BU →µ  a
function.
a) If ),,( ∧∆U  is a set ring, then the next statements are equivalent:
a.1) )()()(,, BABABABA µ⊕µ=∨µ⇒∅=∧∈∀ U (1)
a.2) )()()(,, BABABA µ⊕µ=∆µ∈∀ U (2)
b) If ),,( ∨ΘU  is a set ring, then the next statements are equivalent:
b.1) )()()(,, BABAXBABA µ⊗µ=∧µ⇒=∨∈∀ U (3)
b.2) )()()(,, BABABA µ⊗µ=Θµ∈∀ U (4)
2.2 a) Let ),,( ∧∆U  be a set ring. A function 2: BU →µ  that fulfills one of the
equivalent conditions 2.1 a.1), a.2) is called additive, or finitely additive.
b) In a dual manner, let ),,( ∨ΘU  be a set ring. A function 2: BU →µ  that fulfills
one of the equivalent conditions 2.1 b.1), b.2) is called additive*, or finitely additive*.
2.3 The sets of functions 2BU →  which are additive, respectively additive* are noted
with )(UAd , respectively )(* UAd . They are naturally organized as 2B -linear spaces.
2.4 Theorem a) Let )(UAd∈µ . For U∈BA, , we have:
a.1) 0)( =∅µ (1)
a.2) )()()( BAABA ∧µ⊕µ=−µ (2)
a.3)     0)()()( =∆µ⊕∧µ⊕∨µ BABABA (3)
b) If )(* UAd∈µ , then the next properties are true:
b.1) 1)( =µ X (4)
b.2) )()()( BAAAB ∨µ⊗µ=−µ (5)
b.3)     1)()()( =Θµ⊗∨µ⊗∧µ BABABA (6)
where U∈BA, .
2.5 Let 2: BN →a ,
N∈= nnaa
def
n ,)( (1)
a binary sequence. If the support of 1},|{: =∈ nanna N  is a finite set, then the summation
modulo 2 has sense:


=
∈
Ξ
evenisasupp
oddisasupp
an
n ||,0
||,1
N
(2)
where we have noted with || ⋅  the number of elements of a finite set and where, by definition:
       0|| =∅ (3)
is even. If the support of a  is not finite, then the symbol n
n
a
N∈
Ξ  refers to a divergent series.
2.6 Let 2: BN →A ,
N∈= nnAA
def
n ,)( (1)
a sequence of sets. If for any Xx ∈  the set },|{ nAxnn ∈∈ N  is finite, then the symmetrical
difference has sense:
}|},|{|,|{ oddisAxnnXxxA nn
n
∈∈∈=
∈
∆ N
N
(2)
and if not, the symbol n
n
A
N∈
∆  refers to a divergent series of sets.
2.7 Theorem Let X2⊂∧∆ ),,(U  be a set ring and 2: BU →µ  a function. The
following statements are equivalent:
a) For any sequence of sets NU ∈∈ nAn , , the conditions
a.1) ∅=∧⇒≠ mn AAmn
and
a.2) U
N
∈∨
∈
n
n
A
imply
a.3) 1})(,|{ =µ∈ nAnn N  is finite
and
a.4) )()( n
n
n
n
AA µ=∨µ
∈∈
Ξ
NN
(1)
b) For any sequence of sets NU ∈∈ nAn , , the conditions
b.1) },|{, nAxnnXx ∈∈∈∀ N  is finite
and
b.2) U
N
∈
∈
∆ n
n
A
imply
b.3) 1})(,|{ =µ∈ nAnn N  is finite
and
b.4) )()( n
n
n
n
AA µ=µ
∈∈
Ξ∆
NN
(2)
Proof
 ))

⇒  Let NU ∈∈ nAn ,  so that b.1), b.2) are true under the form:
{0,1}},|{, ∈∈∈∈∀ nAxnnXx N
U
NN
∈=
∈∈
∨∆ n
n
n
n
AA (3)
a.1), a.2) being fulfilled, a.3), a.4) are also fulfilled, thus b.3), b.4) are fulfilled.
))
 
⇒  If NU ∈∈ nAn ,  satisfies a.1), a.2), then b.1), b.2) are true, thus b.3), b.4) are true
resulting that a.3), a.4) are fulfilled.
2.8 a) A function 2: BU →µ  that satisfies one of the equivalent conditions 2.7 a), b) is
called countably additive, or measure.
b) We take in consideration the duals of 2.5, 2.6, 2.7. A function 2: BU →µ  that
fulfills one of the duals of the previous equivalent conditions is called countably additive* or
measure*.
2.9 The sets of countably additive, respectively countably additive* 2BU →  functions
are noted with )(UcAd , respectively with )(* UcAd .
These sets are 2B -linear spaces.
2.10 The inclusions )()( UU AdAdc ⊂ , )()( ** UU AdAdc ⊂  are easily shown.
2.11 The terminology of additive function, countably additive function and measure is the
same if the domain of the function is a 2B -algebra 'U  included in X2B , via the identification
from 1.14.
3. Examples
3.1 Let ∅≠X  and X2⊂U  a set ring. The null function 2:0 BU →  is a measure; it is
the null element of the linear space )(UcAd .
3.2 Suppose that 2: BU →µ  is a measure and U∈A . The function 21 : BU →µ  that is
defined by:
       U∈∧µ=µ BBAB ,)()(1 (1)
is a measure, called the restriction of µ  at A .
Proof
 Let NU ∈∈ nAn ,  be disjoint two by two with UN ∈∨∈ nn A , resulting that the sets
NU ∈∈∧ nAA n ,  are disjoint two by two with
U
NN
∈∨∧=∧∨
∈∈
n
n
n
n
AAAA )( (2)
Because µ  is a measure, the set 1})(,|{ =∧µ∈ nAAnn N  is finite and it is true:
=∧∨µ=∨∧µ=∨µ
∈∈∈
))(()()(1 n
n
n
n
n
n
AAAAA
NNN
(3)
)()( 1 n
n
n
n
AAA µ=∧µ=
∈∈
ΞΞ
NN
3.3 We fix Xx ∈0 . The function 2
}0{ : BU →χ x  defined by:
U∈χ=χ AxAx A ,)()( 0}0{ (1)
is a measure. More general, the sum of these functions is a measure too and this means that to
each finite set XH ⊂  it is associated a function 2: BU →χH  defined in the following way:
U∈χ=χ
∈
Ξ AxAH A
Hx
,)()( (2)
When H  is the empty set, we find the example 3.1.
3.4 ),,,(S2 ⋅•⊕  is the 2B -algebra of the binary sequences NB ∈∈ nxn ,2 , where the
sum of the sequences '' ⊕ , the product of the sequences '' •  and the product of the sequences
with scalars '' ⋅  is made coordinatewise. We mention here that the families of sequences
N∈∈ px npn ,S)( 2  that are disjoint two by two are these that satisfy:
0,' ' =⋅∀⇒≠ pnpn xxnpp (1)
Let N∈k  and we define 22S: B→µk  by:
2S)(,))(( ∈=µ nknk xxx (2)
- the projection of the vector )( nx  of 2S  on the k -th coordinate. More general, if N⊂H  is
a finite set
},...,{ p1 kkH = (3)
then we have the sum of functions 22S: B→µH ,
p1 ... kkH µ⊕⊕µ=µ (4)
kµ  and Hµ  are countably additive; if H  is empty, then Hµ  is by definition the null
function.
3.5 a) We say that the sequence  NB ∈∈ nxn ,2  converges to 20 B∈x  if
0
,, xxNnN n =≥∀∈∃ N (1)
If so, the unique 0x  with this property (because x  is a function) is called the limit of )( nx . If
the previous statement is made under the weaker form: the sequence )( nx  is convergent, this
means that such an 0x  like at (1) (uniquely) exists. The limit of the sequence )( nx  has the
usual notation n
n
x
∞→
lim .
b) ),,,(S02 ⋅•⊕  is the 2B -algebra of the binary sequences NB ∈∈ nxn ,2  that
converge to 0 . We define the measure 2
0
2S: B→µ  by
0S)(,))(( 2nn
n
n xxx ∈=µ
∈
Ξ
N
(1)
3.6 ),,,(Sc2 ⋅•⊕  is the 2B -algebra of the convergent binary sequences NB ∈∈ nxn ,2
and we define 2
c
2S: B→µ  by:
cS)(,lim))(( 2nn
n
n xxx ∈=µ
∞→
(1)
µ  is additive, but it is not countably additive. In order to see this, we give the example
of the sequence of convergent sequences (the canonical base of c2S ):
NBN ∈
 =
=ε→ε nm
else
mn
mnn ,,
,0
,1)(,: 2 (2)
n
n )(ε  are disjoint two by two, their reunion is the constant 1 sequence that is convergent and
on the other hand
)(01)( nεµ=≠=εµ
∈
∈
Ξ
NN nn
n

(3)
3.7 A variant of 3.4 is obtained if we take instead of NB22S =  an arbitrary function 2B -
algebra X2BU ⊂ . Let Xx ∈0 ; the function 20 : BU →µx  defined like this:
U∈=µ fxffx ,)()( 00 (1)
is a measure. More general, if XH ⊂  is a finite set, then the function 2: BU →µH  defined
in the following manner:
U∈=µ
∈
Ξ fxff
Hx
H ,)()( (2)
is a measure. If H  is empty, then by definition Hµ  is the null function.
We mention the fact that NU ∈∈ pf p ,  are disjoint two by two if
0)()(,' ' =⋅∈∀⇒≠ xfxfXxpp pp (3)
3.8 We note with )(XR f  the ring - relative to ∧∆,  - of the finite subsets of X . The
function 2)(: B→µ XR fXf ,
)(,||,0
||,1)( XRA
evenisA
oddisA
A fXf ∈

=µ (1)
is a measure, called the finite Boolean measure.
3.9 We note with fInf  the ring of the inferiorly finite sets R⊂A , i.e. the sets with the
following property:
A∧α−∞∈α∀ ),(,R  is finite
We fix some R∈α  and we define 2: B→µα fInf  by:
ff InfAAA ∈∧α−∞µ=µα ,)),(()( (1)
αµ  is countably additive: for any family N∈∈ nInfA fn ,  of two by two disjoint
sets so that fn
n
InfA ∈∨
∈ N
, only a finite number of sets nA  fulfill ∅≠∧α−∞ nA),(  etc.
3.10 a) Let R⊂X  and }{∞∨∈ Rt  a point so that
Xtttt ∧<∀ ),'(,'  is infinite
b) We say that the function 2: B→Xf  has a left limit in t , noted with
20)( B∈−tf , if the next property is true:
0)()(,),'(,' −=ξ∧∈ξ∀<∃ tffXtttt (1)
c) We note with )(tLimX−  the 2B -algebra of the 2B→X  functions that have a left
limit in t .
d) The function 2)(: B→µ − tLimX ;
)(,0)()( tLimftff X−∈−=µ (1)
is a measure, this example being analogue to 3.7.
e) Other examples of measures of the same type with this one may be given.
3.11 a) For }{, ∞∨∈ Rba , the symmetrical interval )),[[ ba  is defined by:



=∅
<
<
=
ab
abab
baba
ba
,
,),[
,),[
)),[[ (1)
b) We note with −Sym  the set ring - relative to ∧∆,  - generated by the symmetrical
intervals )),[[ ba .
c) We define 2: B→µ −Sym  by:

 ∞=
=µ
else
Aif
A
,0
sup,1)( (2)
where −∈ SymA . Because in a sequence of sets N∈∈ − nSymAn ,  that are disjoint two by
two with −
∈
∈∨ SymAn
n N
 at most one satisfies the condition ∞=nAsup , it may be shown
that µ  is a measure.
3.12 a) We define the next 2B -algebras of functions 2: BR →f :
}{,,})),[[|{)),[[ ∞∨∈∧= RbafiniteisfsuppbafI ba (1)
}|{ finiteisfsuppfI =
∞
(2)
and the integrals
)),[[)),[[
,)( babat
b
a
Iftff ∈=
∈
−
Ξ∫ (3)
∞
∈
∞
∞−
∈= Ξ∫ Iftff
t
,)(
R
(4)
b) The next 22)),[[ , BB →→ ∞II ba  functions:
)),[[,)( ba
b
a
Ifff ∈=µ ∫ − (5)
∞
∞
∞−
∈=µ ∫ Ifff ,)( (6)
are measures.
3.13 a) The set RS 2⊂  defined in the next way:
...,,|},...,{),(...),{( 11111 baccbaba npp ∆∆∆=S
},...,,,..., 1 NR ∈∈ np,,ccba npp (1)
is a ring of subsets of R  and we have supposed that
⇒= 0p ∅=∆∆ ),(...),( 11 pp baba (2)
⇒= 0n ∅=},...,{ 1 ncc (3)
b) The function 2: BS →µ  given by:
)(}),...,{),(...),{( 111 npccbaba npp +pi=∆∆∆µ (4)
where 2: BN →pi  is the parity function:
N∈

=pi m
evenismif
oddismif
m ,
,0
,1)( (5)
- is additive, but it is not countably additive. In order to see this fact, we take the sequence
NS ∈∈
+
∆
++
=
++
n,}
2n
1{)
1n
1
,
2n
1()
1n
1
,
2n
1[ (6)
of sets that are disjoint two by two, satisfying
S
N
∈=
++
∨
∈
(0,1))
1n
1
,
2n
1[
n
(7)
∅==
++
µ 1}))
1n
1
,
2n
1([|{n (8)
))
1n
1
,
2n
1([01((0,1))
++
µ=≠=µ
∈
Ξ
Nn
(9)
3.14 a) We note with
},|{)(* finiteisHXHHXR f ⊂= (1)
This set is a set ring relative to ∨Θ,  and it is the dual structure of )(XR f .
b) A typical example of measure* is given by the function 2** )(: B→µ XR fXf  that is
defined in the next manner:
)(,)(||,1
||,0)( ** XRHH
evenisH
oddisH
H fXfXf ∈µ=
=µ (2)
(In the equations (1), (2) the superior bar notes two things: the complementary of a set
and the logical complement.)
Let the sequence of sets N∈∈ nXRA fn ,)(*  that are disjoint* two by two:
XAAmnmn mn =∨⇒≠∈ ,, N  (i.e. ∅=∧ mn AA ) (3)
so that )(* XRA fn
n
∈∧
∈ N
. Because from the definition of )(* XR f , the set
n
n
n
n
AA
NN ∈∈
∨=∧ (4)
is finite, there results the existence of a rank N  with the property that nA  are empty for
Nn > . We have:
=∨∨∨µ=∨µ=∧µ=∧µ
∈∈∈
)...()()()( 10* NXfn
n
Xfn
n
Xfn
n
Xf AAAAAA NNN
= =µ=µ=µ⊕⊕µ⊕µ
∈∈
ΞΞ )()()(...)()( 10 nXf
n
n
Xf
n
N
XfXfXf AAAAA NN
)()( ** nXf
n
n
Xf
n
AA µ=µ=
∈∈
⊗Ξ
NN
(5)
4. The Behavior of the Measures Relative to the
Monotonous Sequences of Sets
4.1 a) The family N∈⊂ nXAn ,  is called ascending sequence of sets if
...210 ⊂⊂⊂ AAA (1)
In this case, the reunion n
n
A
N∈
∨  is called the limit of the sequence and is noted
sometimes with n
n
A
∞→
lim .
b) The family N∈⊂ nXAn ,  is called descending sequence of sets if
...210 ⊃⊃⊃ AAA (2)
The intersection n
n
A
N∈
∧  is called the limit of the sequence and is noted sometimes
with n
n
A
∞→
lim .
c) If the sequence N∈⊂ nXAn ,  is either ascending, or descending, then we say that
it is monotonous.
4.2 Theorem Let X2⊂U  a set ring and the function 2: BU →µ .
a) Let NU ∈∈ nAn ,  an arbitrary ascending sequence of sets satisfying the property
that the set
n
n
AA
N∈
∨= (1)
belongs to U . If µ  is a measure, then the binary sequence nnA ))((µ  is convergent (see 3.5
a)) and it is true:
)(lim)( n
n
AA µ=µ
∞→
(2)
b) Suppose that µ  is additive and it satisfies the property: for any ascending sequence
NU ∈∈ nAn ,  of sets so that its reunion A  belongs to U , the binary sequence nnA ))((µ  is
convergent and the relation (2) takes place. Then µ  is a measure.
Proof
 a) We have the disjoint reunion:
...)(...)( 1010 ∨−∨∨−∨= + nn AAAAAA (3)
Because µ  is a measure, it results that there exists N∈N  so that
0)( 1 =−µ⇒> + nn AANn (4)
thus
=µ⊕⊕µ⊕µ=µ + )-(...)-()()( 1010 NN AAAAAA (5)
)()()(...)()()( 11010 ++ µ=µ⊕µ⊕⊕µ⊕µ⊕µ= NNN AAAAAA
(4) is equivalent with the convergence of the sequence nnA ))((µ , as it can be rewritten under
the form:
)()( 1 nn AANn µ=µ⇒> + (6)
and (5) is equivalent in this situation with (2). In the last equations, we have used 2.4 a.2)
under the form:
N∈µ⊕µ=∧µ⊕µ=−µ ++++ nAAAAAAA nnnnn ),()()()()( n1n111 (7)
b) Let NU ∈∈ nAn ,'  a sequence of sets that are disjoint two by two and let us
suppose that their reunion
'
n
n
AA
N∈
∨= (8)
belongs to U . We define the sequence NU ∈∈ nAn ,  by:
N∈∨∨∨= nAAAA nn ,... ''1'0 (9)
and it is remarked that it is ascending and (1) is satisfied. The hypothesis states the
convergence of the sequence with the general term
)(...)()()( ''1'0 nn AAAA µ⊕⊕µ⊕µ=µ (10)
in other words there exists an N∈N  for which the implication
0)( ' =µ⇒> nANn (11)
is true. The relation (2) becomes
)()(...)()()( '''1'0 n
n
N AAAAA µ=µ⊕⊕µ⊕µ=µ
∈
Ξ
N
(12)
i.e. µ  is a measure.
4.3 Theorem It is considered the set ring U  and the function 2: BU →µ .
a) We suppose that NU ∈∈ nAn ,  is an arbitrary descending sequence of sets whose
intersection
n
n
AA
N∈
∧= (1)
belongs to U  and that µ  is a measure. Then the binary sequence nnA ))((µ  is convergent and
it is true:
)(lim)( n
n
AA µ=µ
∞→
(2)
b) Let us suppose that µ  is additive and the next property is satisfied: for any
descending sequence NU ∈∈ nAn ,  of sets so that its intersection A  belongs to U , the
binary sequence nnA ))((µ  is convergent and the relation (2) is true. In these circumstances µ
is a measure.
Proof
 a) Let us remark for the beginning that the set
AAAAAA n
n
n
n
−=∧−=−∨
∈∈
000 )( NN (3)
belongs to U  and the sequence of sets
...201000 ⊂−⊂−⊂− AAAAAA (4)
is ascending. We apply 4.2 a) resulting that the binary sequence nnAA ))(( 0 −µ  is convergent
and that it takes place
      )(lim)( 00 n
n
AAAA −µ=−µ
∞→
(5)
From (5) it results that
)(lim)()()( 00 n
n
AAAA µ⊕µ=µ⊕µ
∞→
(6)
and we have the validity of (2).
b) Let NU ∈∈ nAn ,'  a sequence of sets that are disjoint two by two with the
property that their reunion
'
' n
n
AA
N∈
∨= (7)
belongs to U . We define the sequence of sets from U :
)'(...)'()'()...(' ''1'0''1'0 nnn AAAAAAAAAAA −∧∧−∧−=∨∨∨−= (8)
where N∈n  that proves to be descending and its meet
∅=−=∨∨−=−∧∧=∧=
=∈=∈∈
''')'( '
0
'
0
AAAAAAAA k
n
knk
n
knnn NNN
(9)
belongs to U . The hypothesis states that the binary sequence nnA ))((µ  is convergent and the
relation (2) becomes:
)(lim)(0 n
n
n
n
AA µ=∧µ=
∞→∈ N
(10)
There exists a rank N∈N  so that for any Nn >  we have:
)(...)()()'())...('()(0 ''1'0''1'0 nnn AAAAAAAAA µ⊕⊕µ⊕µ⊕µ=∨∨∨−µ=µ= (11)
We have that nnA ))(( 'µ  converges to 0  and if Nk >  then
)()()'()( ''
0
'
n
n
n
k
n
n
n
AAAA µ=µ=µ=∨µ
∈=∈
ΞΞ
NN
(12)
5. Derivable Measures
5.1 In this paragraph we shall consider that the total space X  is equal with 1, ≥nnR .
The elements Xx ∈  will be consequently −n tuples nnxx R∈),...,( 1 .
5.2 We define the family
},|{ boundedisAAA nn RU ⊂= (1)
It is a set ring (relative to ∆  and ∧ ).
5.3 Let nA U∈  be a bounded set. Its diameter is defined to be the real non-negative
number
22
11
,
)(...)(sup)( nn
Ayx
yxyxAd −++−=
∈
(1)
5.4 We define the locally finite sets from nR  to be these sets nH R⊂  with the property
that
finiteisHAA n ∧∈∀ ,U
5.5 The set of the locally finite sets from nR  is noted with )(nfLoc  and it is a set ring.
5.6 Proposition Let us take a set )(nfLocH ∈ . The function 2: BU →µ nH  defined by:
nH AHAA U∈∧pi=µ |),(|)( (1)
is a measure (the function pi  was defined at 3.13 (5)).
Proof
 Let NU ∈∈ pA np ,  a family of sets that are disjoint two by two with the property
that np
p
A U
N
∈∨
∈
. Because HAp
p
∧∨
∈ N
 is a finite set, there exists a number N∈N
with:
∅=∧⇒> HANp p (2)
We infer that
     },...,1,0{}1)(|{ NAp pH ⊂=µ (3)
=∧∨pi=∧∨pi=∨µ
∈∈∈
|))((||)(|)( HAHAA p
p
p
p
p
p
H NNN
(4)
=∧∨∨∧∨∧pi= |))(...)()((| 10 HAHAHA N
=∧++∧+∧pi= |)|...|||(| 10 HAHAHA N
=∧pi⊕⊕∧pi⊕∧pi= |)(|...|)(||)(| 10 HAHAHA N
)(|)(| pH
p
p
p
AHA µ=∧pi=
∈∈
ΞΞ
NN
5.7 Proposition The function )( ncH Ad U∈µ  that was previously defined fulfills the
property that for any nA U∈  and Ax ∈ :
aBBdandBxBa Hn =µ⇒ε<∈∈∀∈∃>ε∃ )())((,,,0 2 UB (1)
Proof
 We define the real positive number



∅=−
∅≠−−∈−++−
=ε
}{,1
}{}},{|)(...)({min 2211
xH
xHxHyyxyx nn (2)
Such an ε  exists, if not there would exist a sphere xS  with the center in x  and the
property that HSx ∧  is infinite and this is a contradiction with the hypothesis 
)(n
fLocH ∈ .
Any bounded set nB U∈  with the properties that Bx ∈  and ε<)(Bd  fulfills the
relations:
∅=∧− HxB }){( (3)
0}){( =−µ xBH (4)
=µ⊕−µ=∨−µ=µ })({}){(}){}){(()( xxBxxBB HHHH (5)


∉
∈
=∧pi=µ=
Hx
Hx
HxxH
,0
,1|)}{(|})({
5.8 Let now 2: BU →µ n  be a measure.
a) We say that it is derivable in Ax ∈ , where nA U∈ , if
aBBdandBxBa n =µ⇒ε<∈∈∀∈∃>ε∃ )())((,,,0 2 UB (1)
b) In the case that the property of derivability of µ  takes place in any Ax ∈ , we say
that µ  is derivable on A .
c) If µ  is derivable on any set nA U∈ , then it is called derivable.
5.9 The number 2B∈a  depending on Ax ∈  and the function 2B∈∋ axA

 whose
existence is stated in 5.8 are called the derivative of µ  in x , respectively the derivative
function of µ  in x .
5.10 The derivative of µ  in x  and the derivative function of µ  in x  are noted with )(xdµ .
Other notations are:
• )(xdl
dµ
, if 1=n
• )(xdS
dµ
, if 2=n
• )(xdV
dµ
, if 3=n
5.11 Remark The set nB U∈  formed by one element, Ax ∈
}{xB = (1)
has the property that for any 0>ε ,
Bx ∈  and ε<= 0)(Bd (2)
from where it is inferred that, if µ  is derivable in x , then )(xdµ , that generally does not
depend on B , is given by:
})({)( xxd µ=µ (3)
5.12 a) We suppose that µ  is a derivable measure on A . The set
}1})({,|{}1)(,|{ =µ∈==µ∈=µ xAxxxdAxxdsuppA (1)
is called the support of µd  on A .
b) If µ  is derivable (on any set nA U∈ ), then by definition the set
}1})({,|{}1)(,|{ =µ∈==µ∈=µ xxxxdxxdsupp nn RR (2)
is called the support of µd  (on nR ).
5.13 Theorem We consider the derivable measure 2: BU →µ n  on the closed set nA U∈
( A  is compact). Then the set µdsuppA  is finite.
Proof
 Let us suppose that µdsuppA  is infinite, in contradiction with the conclusion of the
theorem. Because A  is bounded, there exists (Cesaro) a convergent sequence
N∈µ∈ pdsuppx Ap ,  and the fact that A  is closed implies that
p
p
xx
∞→
= lim (1)
belongs to A . We apply the hypothesis of derivability of µ  in x :
})({)())((,,0 xBBdandBxB n µ=µ⇒ε<∈∈∀>ε∃ U (2)
We fix B,ε  like above so that for some xx p ≠  it is true in addition Bx p ∈ . The set
}{ pxB −  satisfies the same hypothesis like B , that is:
}{ pxBx −∈  and ε<≤− )(}){( BdxBd p (3)
and the conclusion must be the same:
})({}){( xxB p µ=−µ (4)
It is inferred that:
=∨−µ=µ=µ }){}){(()(})({ pp xxBBx (5)
1})({})({}){( ⊕µ=µ⊕−µ= xxxB pp
The last equation is a contradiction, having its origin in our supposition that
µdsuppA  is infinite.
5.14 Corollary Let the measure 2: BU →µ n .
a) If µ  is derivable on the topological closure A  of the set nA U∈ , then:
a.1) the set µdsuppA  is finite
a.2) 0}){())((,,0, =−µ⇒ε<∈∈∀>ε∃∈∀ xBBdandBxBAx nU (1)
a.3) })({)( xA
Ax
µ=µ
∈
Ξ (2)
a.4) For any partition IiAAi ∈⊂ , , we have
)()( i
Ii
AA µ=µ
∈
Ξ (3)
b) If the measure µ  is derivable, then the set µdsupp  is locally finite.
Proof
 a.3) If µdsuppA  is empty, then for any Ax ∈  we have that µ∉ dsuppx A  and by
replacing in 5.8 (1) B  with A  and a  with })({xµ , it results
0})({)( =µ=µ xA (4)
making the statement of the theorem obvious.
We suppose now that
1},,...,{ 1 ≥=µ pxxdsupp pA (5)
There exists a partition npAA U∈,...,1  of A  with the property that piAx i
i
,1, =∈
and moreover
))(})(({})({)()()(
111
pxxAAA
Ax
i
p
i
i
p
i
i
p
i
pi=µ=µ=µ=∨µ=µ
∈===
ΞΞΞ (6)
b) µ  is derivable on the compacts nA U∈  and from a.1) all the sets
µ=µ∧ dsuppdsuppA A (7)
are finite.
5.15 Let us suppose that 2: BU →µ n  is derivable on the topological closure A  of
nA U∈ . The binary number
)()()(})({)( xdxfxdxA
n
xAxAx
µ⋅=µ=µ=µ
∈∈∈
ΞΞΞ
R
(1)
is noted with ∫∫ µ⋅µ
nA
dfd
R
,  or ∫ µ⋅ df  and is called the integral of 2: BR →nf  relative to
µ , where the relation between f  and A  is by definition the following:
fsuppxfxxA n ==∈= }1)(,|{ R (2)
5.16 We note with
},:|{ )(2)( nfnnLoc LocfsuppffI ∈→= BR (1)
the 2B -algebra of the functions with locally finite support, that are called locally integrable
functions.
5.17 Theorem a) The function )(nLocIg ∈  defines a derivable measure 2: BU →µ ng  by the
formula:
n
g AgsuppAA U∈∧pi=µ |),(|)( (1)
It is true the relation
ng xxgxd R∈=µ ),()( (2)
b) Conversely, if 2: BU →µ n  is a derivable measure, then there exists in a unique
manner the function )(nLocIg ∈  so that
nAgsuppAA U∈∧pi=µ |),(|)( (3)
being also true the relation
nxxgxd R∈=µ ),()( (4)
Proof
 a) The fact that gµ  is a measure was already proved at 5.6, if we put
     ngsupp
g AAA U∈µ=µ ),()( (5)
and (2) results from
)(
,0)0(
,1)1(|)}{(|})({)( xg
gsuppxif
gsuppxif
gsuppxxxd gg =

∉=pi
∈=pi
=∧pi=µ=µ (6)
b) If µ  is derivable, then )(nfLocdsupp ∈µ  from 5.14 b) and the function
2: BR →ng  defined by:
     
nxxxdxg R∈µ=µ= }),({)()( (7)
is locally integrable. As (4) was proved at (7), we prove (3) by taking into account 5.14 a.3):
n
Ax
AgsuppAdsuppAxA U∈∧pi=µ∧pi=µ=µ
∈
Ξ |),(||)(|})({)( (8)
5.18 Corollary For )(nLocIg ∈  and nA U∈  it is defined the integral
|)(|)( gsuppAAdg g
A
g
A
∧pi=µ=µ= ∫∫ (1)
6. The Lebesgue-Stieltjes Measure
6.1 We say about the function 2: BR →f  that
a) it has a left limit in any point }{∞∨∈ Rt , if (see 3.10)
)0()(),,'(,)0(,'},{ 2 −=ξ∈ξ∀∈−∃<∃∞∨∈∀ tfftttfttt BR (1)
b) it is left continuous in any point R∈t , if a) is true in any R∈t  and moreover:
)0()(, −=∈∀ tftft R (2)
6.2 We fix a function f  satisfying the properties from 6.1. We prolong f  to }{∞∨R  by
left continuity in the point ∞ :
)0()( −∞=∞ ff (1)
and we note this new function with f  too.
6.3 The relation
)()(...)()())),[[...)),([[ 1111 nnnn bfafbfafbaba ⊕⊕⊕⊕=∆∆µ (1)
where }{,...,,,..., 11 ∞∨∈ Rnn bbaa  obviously defines an additive function 2: B→µ −Sym
(see 3.11 for the definition of the symmetrical intervals and of −Sym ). Our purpose is that of
proving the next:
6.4 Theorem µ  is a measure.
Proof
 Let N∈∈ − nSymAn ,  a sequence of sets that are disjoint two by two with the
property that the reunion
n
n
AA
N∈
∨= (1)
belongs to −Sym . We can suppose without loss that all the sets nA  are non-empty.
Case a) nnt )(  is a real strictly increasing sequence that converges to b  and we have:
∞≤<<<<=<∞− bttta ...210 (2)
N∈= + nttA nnn ),,[ 1 (3)
  ),[ baA = (4)
There exists an N∈N  with
0)0()0()()()( 1 =−⊕−=⊕=µ⇒> + bfbftftfANn nnn (5)
and we can write that
)()(...)()()()()()( 12110
0 +=∈
⊕⊕⊕⊕⊕⊕=µ=µ ΞΞ NNn
N
n
n
n
tftftftftftfAA
N
(6)
        =⊕= + )()( 10 Ntftf )()()()0()( Abfafbfaf µ=⊕=−⊕
Case b) A  is of the general form
),[...),[),[ 2211 kk bababaA ∨∨∨= (7)
where
∞≤<≤≤<≤<<∞− kk bababa ...2211 (8)
We note
),[
, iinin baAA ∧= (9)
where N∈n  and ki ,1= ; we have:
=∨∨∨µ=µ
∈∈
ΞΞ ))...(()(
,2,1, knnn
n
n
n
AAAA
NN
(10)
=µ⊕⊕µ⊕µ=
∈
Ξ ))(...)(((
,2,1, knnn
n
AAA
N
=µ⊕⊕µ⊕µ=
∈∈∈
ΞΞΞ )(...)((
,2,1, kn
n
n
n
n
n
AAA
NNN
=µ⊕⊕µ⊕µ=
∈∈∈
∨∨∨ )(...)()(
,2,1, kn
n
n
n
n
n
AAA
NNN
(from a))
=µ⊕⊕µ⊕µ= )),([...)),([)),([ 2211 kk bababa
)()),[...),[),([ 2211 Abababa kk µ=∨∨∨µ=
6.5 The measure µ  that was defined at 6.3 is called the ( left) Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure
associated to f .
6.6 The right dual construction is made starting from an 2BR →  function (see 6.1) with
a right limit in any R∨−∞∈ }{t , right continuous in any R∈t  that is prolonged (see 6.2) to
R∨−∞}{  by right continuity in the point ∞− . It is defined then (see 6.3) a measure
2B→+Sym , where +Sym , the dual of −Sym , is the set ring generated by the symmetrical
intervals



=∅
<
<
=
ba
abab
baba
ba
,
],,(
],,(
]],(( (1)
where R∨−∞∈ }{,ba .
6.7 Theorem Let 21 : B→µ −Sym  an arbitrary measure.
a) The function
))),([[)( 1 tatg µ= (1)
where }{, ∞∨∈ Rta  is left continuous on }{∞∨R .
b) 1µ  is the left Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure associated to g .
Proof
 a) It is considered the sequence nnt )(
∞≤<<<<=<∞− tttta ...210 (2)
that is strictly increasing and convergent to t . The sets
N∈= + nttA nnn ),,[ 1 (3)
belong to −Sym  and are disjoint two by two and their reunion
),[ taAn
n
=∨
∈ N
(4)
is an element from −Sym  too. It results that there exists N∈N  with
0)()()),([)),([)),([)( 1111111 =⊕=µ⊕µ=µ=µ⇒> +++ nnnnnnn tgtgtatattANn (5)
showing the existence of )0( −tg . But
=µΞ=∨µ=µ= +
∈
+
∈
)),([)),[()),([)( 11111 nn
n
nn
n
tttttatg
NN
(6)
)()())()(()),([ 101
0
11
0 ++=
+
=
⊕=⊕=µ= ΞΞ Nnn
N
n
nn
N
n
tgtgtgtgtt
From the fact that
0)()),([)( 110 =∅µ=µ= aatg (7)
)0()( 1 −=+ tgtg N (8)
it results, as t  is arbitrary, the statement of the theorem.
b) We have that
=∆∆µ ))),[[...)),([[ 111 nn baba (9)
=∆∆∆∆µ= ))),[[)),[[...)),[[)),([[ 111 nn baaabaaa
=µ⊕µ⊕⊕µ⊕µ= ))),[[())),([[...))),[[())),([[ 111111 nn baaabaaa
)()(...)()( 11 nn bgagbgag ⊕⊕⊕⊕=
is true for any }{,...,,,..., 11 ∞∨∈ Rnn bbaa .
7. Measurable Spaces and Measurable Functions. The Integration of the Binary
Functions Relative to a Measure
7.1 It is called measurable space a pair ),( UX  where X  is a set and X2⊂U  is a ring of
subsets of X . The sets U∈A  are called measurable.
7.2 We say that we have defined a measurable, or integrable function 2),(: BU →Xf
where ),( UX  is a measurable space, if it is given the function 2: B→Xf  with
U∈fsupp , i.e. the support of f  is a measurable set.
7.3 Recall that the set of the binary functions
},),(:|{' 2 measurableisfXff BUU →= (1)
(see 1.13, 1.14) is a 2B -algebra relative to the obvious laws. As ring, it is isomorphic with
U .
7.4 Let ),( UX  a measurable space and XM ⊂ . Because the set
}|{ UU ∈∧=∧ AMAM (1)
is a set ring, the pair ),( MM ∧U  is a measurable space, called measurable subspace of
),( UX .
7.5 Proposition a) If 2),(: BU →Xf  is measurable, then its restriction
2| ),(: BU →∧ MMf M  is measurable.
b) If 2),(: BU →∧ MMg  is measurable, then it can be prolonged to a measurable
function 2),(: BU →Xf .
7.6 Let us suppose that ),( UX  is a measurable space, 2),(: BU →Xf  is a measurable
function and 2: BU →µ  is a measure. The number )( fsuppµ  is called the integral of f
relative to µ  and is noted with ∫ µ⋅ df .
7.7 Let NU ∈∈ nffn ,', .
a) If
...210 ⊂⊂⊂ fsuppfsuppfsupp (1)
     fsuppfsupp n
n
=∨
∈ N
(2)
then we say that nf  converges, or tends increasingly to f  and this fact is noted with ffn ↑ .
b) If
...210 ⊃⊃⊃ fsuppfsuppfsupp (1)
     fsuppfsupp n
n
=∧
∈ N
(2)
then we say that nf  converges, or tends decreasingly to f  and this fact is noted with
ffn ↓ .
c) In one of the situations from a), b) we say that nf  converges, or tends
monotonously to f  and the notation is ffn

.
7.8 Let us suppose that 2),(:, BU →Xgf  are measurable and that 2: BU →µ  is a
measure. We say that f  and g  are equal almost everywhere and we write this fact with
gf =   a.e. (1)
if
=≠µ )}()(|({ xgxfx 0)( =∆µ gsuppfsupp (2)
or, in an equivalent manner, if
   )()( gsuppfsupp µ=µ (3)
7.9 Proposition The function ∫ ∈µ⋅∋ 2' BU dff   satisfies the following properties:
a) it is linear
b) ∫∫ µ⋅→µ⋅⇒ dfdfff nn 	
c) gf =   a.e. ∫∫ µ⋅=µ⋅⇔ dgdf
where NU ∈∈ ngffn ,',, .
Proof
 b) is a restatement of 4.2 a) and 4.3 a).
7.10 Corollary If NU ∈∈ nfn ,'  converges to 0  decreasingly, then
0→µ⋅∫ dfn (1)
7.11 Let NBU ∈→ nXffn ,),(:, 2  measurable and 2: BU →µ  a measure. We say that
nf  tends to f  in measure and we note this property with ffn µ→  if
∫∫ µ⋅→µ⋅ dfdfn (2)
7.12 Let 2:, B→χ Xf A  two functions, where f  is arbitrary and Aχ  is the characteristic
function of the set XA ⊂ . If U∈∧ fsuppA - condition that is called of integrability- then
the number
∫∫ µ⋅⋅χ=µ⋅ dfdf Adef
A
)( (1)
is called the integral of f , on A , relative to µ .
7.13 The function 2: BU →µ⋅f  defined by
∫ µ⋅=µ⋅
A
dfAf ))(( (1)
where U∈fsuppA,  is a measure, that coincides with the restriction of µ  at fsupp .
8. Riemann Integrals
8.1 We end the paper with a short paragraph that introduces the Riemann integrals of the
2: BR →f  functions (generalizations are possible to 2: BR →nf  functions). The main
feature for this type of integral is considering the set ring )(RfR  and the finite Boolean
measure (see 3.8) 2)(: BRR →µ ff R .
8.2 For the set R⊂A , the property )(RfRfsuppA ∈∧  (see 7.12) is called the
condition of Riemann integrability of f  on A . If it is fulfilled, we say that f  is Riemann
integrable, or integrable in the sense of Riemann, on A .
8.3 Special cases for 8.2. a) )()),[[ RfRfsuppba ∈∧  (see 3.12 (1) for the definition of
)),[[ baI ), }{, ∞∨∈ Rba . These functions are called left integrable (in the sense of Riemann)
from a  to b .
b) )(RR fRfsupp ∈∧  (see 3.12 (2) for the definition of ∞I ). These functions are
called integrable (in the sense of Riemann).
c) )(),(,, RR fRfsuppbaba ∈∧∈∀  (see 5.4, 5.5, 5.16 for the definition of )1(LocI ).
These functions are called locally integrable (in the sense of Riemann) and they have a locally
finite support.
d) )(),(},{, RR fRfsuppbaba ∈∧∞∨∈∀  defines the 2B -algebra of functions
SupI . We say about these functions that they are left integrable (in the sense of Riemann) and
that they have the support superiorly finite, dual notion to that of inferiorly finite set that was
defined at 3.9.
8.4 If f  is Riemann integrable on A , then the number (see 7.12 (1))
)()( xffsuppAdf
Ax
f
A
f
∈
Ξ=∧µ=µ⋅∫ RR (1)
is called the integral, in the sense of Riemann, of f , on A .
8.5 Special cases for 8.4 a) }{,,)),[[ ∞∨∈∈ RbaIf ba ; the integral ∫ µ⋅
)),[[ ba
fdf R  is noted
with ∫ −
b
a
f  and is called the left integral (in the sense of Riemann) of f  from a  to b .
b) 
∞
∈ If ; the integral ∫ µ⋅
R
Rfdf  is usually noted with ∫
∞
∞−
f  and is called the integral
(in the sense of Riemann) of f .
8.6 The cases 8.3 a) and 8.5 a) have right duals, that refer to symmetrical intervals of the
form R∨−∞∈ }{,]],,(( baba  (see 6.6).
8.7 We define the subring of sets −⊂ SymSym'  to be the one that is generated by the
symmetrical intervals R∈baba ,)),,[[  (at −Sym  we had }{,)),,[[ ∞∨∈ Rbaba ).
8.8 a) Let us suppose that )1(LocIf ∈ . Then the measure 2': BR →µ⋅ Symf f  (see 7.13) is
called the indefinite integral of f .
b) The function 2: BR →−F , which is defined in the next manner:
RR ∈µ⋅=− ttaftF f ))),,([[)( (1)
where R∈a  is a parameter is called the left primitive of f .
c) The left primitive )(tF −  has a left limit and it is left continuous in any R∈t .
8.9 If at 8.8 SupIf ∈  (where )1(LocSup II ⊂ ), then Rff µ⋅  is extended to −Sym  and −F  is
extended to }{∞∨R , by left continuity in the point ∞ . Rff µ⋅  is in this situation the left
Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure associated to −F  (see 6.3).
8.10 Together with the duals in the left-right sense that have appeared having their origin in
the order of R , the previous notions have also another type of duality, so called in the
algebraical sense, resulting by the replacement of 0  with 1 and viceversa, to be compared,
from the table 1.1, the laws '' ⊕  and '' ⊗ . For example, the algebraical dual of ∫ −
b
a
f  is
defined like this:
)(
)),[[
*
xff
bax
b
a
∈
−
⊗=∫ (1)
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